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A FUNDAMENTAL CHANGE TO BUSINESS

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AND THE FUTURE OF HIRING

Digitalisation has become a business priority, not least for the 
growth and financial opportunities it offers. With digital 
disruption, changing customer behaviours and the need for 
greater innovation, many UK business leaders struggle to 
find the right balance between nurturing innovation and 
managing business-as-usual activities. 

This requires a change in process and in people, as 
leaders need to ensure they have the right skills 
available to support this change, at the right time. 
Businesses who do not address the digital 
challenge could see their talent and competitive 
advantage disappear.
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“With start-ups disrupting markets on one side and large 
companies having the capability to acquire new solutions on 
the other, digital transformation is a way for mid-sized firms to 
remain competitive and retain market share,” says Derek 
Cummings, Director, Protiviti UK.

Many firms who are already on their digital journey are finding 
key advantages. Our research with UK CFOs found that more 
efficiencies and increased productivity (56%), employees 
taking on more value-add work (47%) and improved 
decision-making (43%) are the positive returns from digital 
transformation. In fact, according to PwC, British organisations 
attribute a 34% growth in new revenues to their digital 
transformation initiatives.¹ Despite this, some companies 
struggle to find the right balance between nurturing innovation 
and managing existing workloads and priorities.

¹ CA Technologies, Keeping Score: Why Digital Transformation Matters, 2016

47% Digitally enhanced selling

47% Enhanced customer services

44% Data analytics enhancements 
for performance management

42% Digitisation of operational processes

37% Workplace digital enhancements

KEY TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS UNDER WAY 
DUE TO DIGITAL DISRUPTION

Source: Independent Robert Half research of 100 UK CIOs
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As businesses invest more, the pace of change accelerates. And this 
calls for a new breed of executive. An executive who can share a 
united vision of the digital future and promote collaboration, 
innovation and cultural change – hallmarks of successful digital 
transformation – at the same time.

THE NEW BREED 
OF EXECUTIVE

KEY CONSIDERATIONS 
IN DRIVING 

THE DIGITAL JOURNEY

Source: Protiviti, Framework for digital maturity and risk assessment, 2017
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As digital transformation and workplace automation reform the 
way we work, job descriptions expand and become more fluid to 
adapt to the changing demands of global businesses. Even the 
C-suite isn’t exempt.” 

Neil Owen, Director, Robert Half Technology UK

“
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Digital transformation also calls for you to break the silos in your 
C-suite. CIOs are no longer the only people who can understand the 
full effects of digital, from strategy to insights. Other C-suite 
executives and senior business leaders must play their part, too, as 
digital now affects every area of a business and, ultimately, the data 
that helps leaders with their decision-making.

UK EXECUTIVES’ DIGITAL 
IQ LEADING EUROPE

EXECUTIVES RATE THE DIGITAL IQ OF THEIR …

83%

UK EUROPE

95%

85%

60%
55%

Source: PwC, Digital IQ, 2017

54%

New communication vehicles have changed the culture of 
business. But it’s important to step back from the technology 
and engage with departments – have a conversation with 
finance, speak to IT. This is how real relationships are formed 
to encourage collaboration. Digital has provided us with the 
solution to innovate and move away from the traditional route 
to market, but this culture of innovation must be fostered from 
within,” 

Christina Watson, Global Digital Director – 
Luxury, Hearst Magazines

New communication vehicles have changed the culture of 
business. But it’s important to step back from the technology 
and engage with departments – have a conversation with 
finance, speak to IT. This is how real relationships are formed 
to encourage collaboration. Digital has provided us with the 
solution to innovate and move away from the traditional route 
to market, but this culture of innovation must be fostered from 
within,” 

Christina Watson, Global Digital Director – 
Luxury, Hearst Magazines

“

CEO CIO Organisation
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For years now, companies have grappled with internal data 
management and the governance of structured data. Digitisation 
has accelerated this change. It changes the traditional frameworks 
companies operate in and makes it vital that they evolve to remain 
competitive. This has led to the rise of the CDO: chief digital 
officer/chief data officer. But is this the new norm for success?

As companies move away from their traditional routes to market, 
they need to examine how to make the most of their data, as well as 
its potential return on investment. “Our global digital team does 
more of the strategic analysis – for example, measuring how well 
our content and e-commerce marketing initiatives work. Because 
digital is a centralised function, it’s easy for us to then cascade 
insights from this analysis across the business for use in other 
markets,” says Watson.

DO YOU NEED A CHIEF DIGITAL OFFICER 
OR A CHIEF DATA OFFICER? 

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AND THE FUTURE OF HIRING 6
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But for companies without a dedicated digital insights team, 
keeping data at the heart of the business is both a challenge and 
an opportunity. “Data is a borderless currency. Whether a 
company is large or small, everyone can use data to their 
advantage to create a lucrative stream of revenue or cost savings,” 
says Adrian Hollister, Head of Strategy, Plymouth University.

Neil Owen says: “While titles and organisational structures can 
vary from business to business, two challenges most businesses 
need to address are how they capture their data and how they use 
the insights from it to inform their business decision-making.”

59% Data-driven/strategic decision-making

37% Market analysis and understanding

37% New/enhanced products/services
Source: Independent Robert Half research with 100 CIOs

ADVANTAGES OF 
BIG DATA SOLUTIONS
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Whether you have a dedicated digital team led by a CDO or a 
culture of digitisation and analytics embedded in departmental 
frameworks, addressing the digital challenge needs both 
leadership vision and organisation-wide adoption and 
understanding. This brings challenges, of course, especially for 
small and medium-sized firms. 

It’s a real challenge to be entrepreneurial and develop a culture of 
innovation, while also ensuring that your employees continue with 
business-as-usual activities.” 

Peter Simons, Associate Technical Director of Research – 
Management Accounting Unit, Association of International Certified 
Professional Accountants

“

Source: Independent Robert Half research with 100 UK CIOs 

DEPARTMENTS MOST LIKELY TO BE 
DIRECTLY AFFECTED BY BIG DATA 

AND DATA ANALYSIS

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AND THE FUTURE OF HIRING

OPERATIONS SALES & MARKETING

FINANCE & ACCOUNTING CUSTOMER SERVICE HR

IT

46%
42% 48% 47%

22%

33%

21%

12%

14%

15% 15%

12%

12%

6%

12%

18%

4%
3%

9%

2%

3% 3%

UK AVERAGE SMALL BUSINESS MEDIUM BUSINESS LARGE BUSINESS
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Change starts and ends with people. They 
are the lifeblood of your organisation and the 
most important part of the change 
management process. This remains true for 
digital transformation. 

Derek Cummings says: “Having a culture that 
supports digital transformation is at the heart of 
the programme’s success. Reviewing the 
potential risks and considering them when you 
establish a culture of change will lead to a 
more resilient organisation.”

CHANGE ENABLEMENT PRIORITY

Top management commitment and support

Compelling business case for change

Clear, shared vision

Realistic goals

Well-defined action plan for change

Stakeholder involvement and support

Accountability for results

Manage the “human side” and
effective communications

Process view of implementing change

Align performance measures

Align process with the culture

CHANGE OCCURS

No leadership or role models

No action

No direction or focus

No credibility or impact

No road map

No commitment or momentum

No ownership

No endorsement of change
or consistency in execution

No systematic approach

No achievement of objectives
or realisation of benefits

No success

NOTHING HAPPENS

CONSEQUENCE IF UNADDRESSED

Table source: Protiviti, Change Management in a Dynamic Environment: Connecting with 
Employees to Increase the Odds of Success, 2014

A CULTURE 
OF CHANGE
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Watson says: “Some companies with an established programme of innovation 
are brave enough to allocate near endless resources to a new solution to see if it 
works. For others, this isn’t always possible. So, having a clear plan on the level 
of risk is one way to establish the culture required to encourage innovation.”

“As businesses, we have a duty to create a culture of inclusion when rolling out a 
digital transformation strategy. Including your people in the process from the 
ground up is vital to cultivating a change that will affect the culture of your 
organisation in the long term,” says Matt Weston, Director, Robert Half UK. 
“Businesses will only succeed in digitalisation if they create an inclusive culture 
that fosters innovation.”

For many organisations, this means creating project teams whose focus is to 
generate and evaluate new ideas. A dedicated team can nurture, test and audit 
all ideas before they are turned into business-as-usual activities. Without this 
separation, businesses could face a challenge. “From a risk perspective, 
businesses need to lessen the restrictions of some policies and procedures in 
order to embrace change, while at the same time ensure they are adhered to in 
practice until the change is implemented,” says Cummings. “Establishing a 
dedicated project team with the freedom to work outside the standard controls is 
where market-leading innovation could happen.”

83%

SMALL BUSINESSES

MEDIUM-SIZED BUSINESSES

LARGE BUSINESSES

Source: Independent Robert Half research with 200 UK CFOs

UK ORGANISATIONS UNDERGOING DIGITAL 
TRANSFORMATION WITH A FULLY SUPPORTIVE 

SENIOR MANAGEMENT TEAM

69%

67%
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Source: Independent Robert Half research with 200 UK CFOs

The talent needed to deliver on digital transformation continues to 
evolve and shift focus. While technical expertise and 
understanding remain important in driving departmental efficiency, 
executing on digital strategy requires candidates with greater 
analytical, communication and problem-solving skills than before. 
In a talent-short marketplace, the challenge in recruiting and 
retaining these in-demand people cannot be underestimated. 

42% Data 
analytics 

40% Communications 
skills

37% Problem-solving 
skills 

34% Strategic 
vision 

33% Commercial and 
business acumen

32% IT 

WHAT KEY SKILLS WILL DRIVE DIGITISATION?

THE FUTURE OF SKILLS

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AND THE FUTURE OF HIRING 11
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As businesses focus more on digital, the finance function needs to be 
addressed. Weston says: “There are growing demands on finance teams 
to not only deliver on operational objectives but also derive the insights 
and intelligence required to deliver business growth. To support this 
change, finance is looking to automate processes to improve efficiency, 
freeing staff to deliver more strategic insights.”

The benefits of automation are clear. Nearly two-fifths (39%) of finance 
directors want to automate processes within their teams and to implement 
new technologies as a priority over the next 12 months. 

56% More efficiencies 
and productivity

47% Employees taking on 
more value-added work

43% Better decision-making 
capabilities

38% Less focus on repetitive 
tasks and initiatives

37% Access to accurate, 
complete and timely data 

WHAT SHOULD CFOs 
CONSIDER?

BENEFITS OF FINANCIAL PROCESS AUTOMATION

Source: Independent Robert Half research with 200 UK CFOs
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In response to changing skills requirements, nearly half (46%) of 
businesses plan to create new teams to tackle digital transformation, 
and a further third (31%) will hire additional headcount.

THE TRANSFORMATIONAL ROLE OF THE CFO IN 2017 

Read how digital transformation is shaping the mandate of the 
CFO to maximise growth and profitability.

See more …

ERP SYSTEMS 
SPECIALISTS

BUSINESS ANALYSTS

PROJECT/PROGRAMME 
MANAGERS

SYSTEM 
ACCOUNTANTS

FINANCIAL PLANNING 
& ANALYSIS SPECIALISTS

The kinds of roles that will emerge from digitisation are less likely 
to focus on structure specialisms and are more likely to be 
structured by process – with little respect for traditional 
discipline silos.” 

Peter Simons, Associate Technical Director of Research – 
Management Accounting Unit, Association of International 
Certified Professional Accountants

“

TOP 5 FINANCE ROLES RISING IN DEMAND
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Many business decisions now centre on technology. As such, 
“executive-level technology professionals must understand the 
broad spectrum of implications on security, infrastructure, 
development and architecture, and they must combine this with 
strategic insights to inform business decisions,” says Neil Owen, 
Director, Robert Half Technology UK. “We are seeing a shift in 
hiring needs as a candidate’s cultural fit, future potential, 
willingness to learn and interpersonal skills become ever more 
important to support the long-term growth of the organisation.”

“As the perception of the technology department has evolved 
from being a utility service to a fundamental business service, the 
skills required of technology teams have become less siloed. 
Rather than having to manage bespoke solutions, companies are 
moving to software-as-a-service and cloud solutions, which 
require more vendor management skills,” says Kevin Borley, 
Interim CIO, Bristol Airport.

38% Lack of 
technology investment 

or resource

23% Skills shortage 13% Lack of time

Source: Independent Robert Half research with 100 UK CIOs

WHAT SHOULD CIOs CONSIDER?
BIGGEST CHALLENGES FOR STRATEGIC 

IT BUSINESS PARTNERS
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FORTY-THREE PER CENT OF UK COMPANIES DEVOTE MORE 
THAN ONE-FIFTH OF THEIR TOTAL TECHNOLOGY BUDGET TO 
EMERGING TECHNOLOGY.²

4 EFFECTIVE WAYS TO FIND (AND HIRE) INNOVATIVE 
IT CANDIDATES

Attracting the right talent will help breed a culture of innovation 
in the IT department.

Read more …

CIOs have seen a 79% increase in business projects involving 
the IT department over the last five years.

Adrian Hollister, Head of Strategy at Plymouth University, agrees 
on the future for IT departments and sees internal technology teams 
becoming “intelligent customers”. “Rather than having permanent 
technical staff who are concerned about the bits and bytes, the 
technology team of the future will have a greater emphasis on 
digital-focused staff who can facilitate business change and agility 
within a digital world.”

TOP 5 TECHNOLOGY ROLES 
RISING IN DEMAND

DATA SCIENTISTS

APP AND WEB DEVELOPERS

PRODUCT MANAGERS

DIGITAL DESIGNERS

SCRUM MASTERS

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AND THE FUTURE OF HIRING

² CA Technologies, Keeping Score: Why Digital Transformation Matters. 2016
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With the war for talent waging on and companies struggling to recruit, many 
organisations are considering the structure and size of their workforce.

A third (33%) of finance leaders aim to use temporary or interim professionals 
for business transformation projects to either fill business-as-usual positions or 
support expansion. In the long term, 31% of finance executives plan to add 
new permanent positions to implement the company’s digitisation and 
automation efforts within their department over the next 12 months.

Nearly half of UK business leaders (44%) say their existing 
business models will cease to exist within the next five years3.

HIRING FOR 
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

3 Microsoft, Digital Transformation: The Age of Innocence, Inertia or Innovation?, 2016
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By focusing on a flexible recruitment model, you can introduce specialists at 
every stage of the digital transformation lifecycle. Moving away from the 
traditional method of re-staffing to replace departing employees will enable 
you to consider your needs in this new environment, nimbly upscale or 
downsize and mitigate against uncertainty based on needs. This approach 
frees core staff to focus on more complex challenges so that businesses can 
continue to improve retention and their competitive position. 

“The more savvy leaders are preparing for the future by bringing in 
consultancy support or interim skilled specialists who are experts in applying 
best practice – and who offer a fresh perspective. For many, this means 
building a project team to drive the digitalisation agenda and then finding 
ways to integrate these skills within existing workforces to support the 
long-term direction of the business,” says Weston.

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION AND THE FUTURE OF HIRING 17
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Matt Weston and Neil Owen outline the areas business leaders must 
consider when planning their digital transformation resourcing requirements:

1. Can you articulate your vision and values for your business?

Providing your current and future employees with a well-defined vision for 
your organisation will help ensure you attract employees who want to work 
with you to achieve your business goals and long-term vision.

2. Are you rewarding your employees for the right things? 

Fostering a culture where employees feel encouraged to collaborate and to 
bring ideas to enact change in the early stages of their employment will help 
companies take advantage of digitisation. 

3. To what extent are you embracing transparency and 
cross-functional collaboration? 

Including relevant stakeholders necessary for cross-functional collaboration 
during the interview stage will give the candidate a better understanding of 
the requirements of the role and encourage the behaviour from the beginning.

4. Do you have the skills available inside your organisation?

Performing a skills audit with your employees will help uncover their 
capabilities and the areas that may be lacking. This is also an opportunity to 
identify their career goals and aspirations, which will help with retention 
efforts and succession planning.

5. What level of external resource support will you need? 

What skill and resource gaps exist that may inhibit your digital transformation 
initiatives? By using a flexible recruitment strategy that includes temporary 
and interim resources alongside permanent hires, or a blended solution 
consulting model, your business can make the most of the right talent for every 
stage of the programme.

WORKFORCE PLANNING TIPS FOR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
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ABOUT ROBERT HALF

Robert Half is the world’s first and largest specialised recruitment 
consultancy and a member of the S&P 500. Founded in 1948, the 
company has over 325 offices worldwide providing temporary, interim 
and permanent recruitment solutions for accounting and finance, 
financial services, technology, creative and administrative professionals. 

Robert Half is also the parent company of Protiviti, a global 
business-consulting firm that helps companies solve problems in finance, 
technology, operations, governance, risk and internal audit. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This report is based on an annual study developed by Robert Half UK 
and conducted by an independent research firm. The study is based on 
more than 200 interviews with CFOs and 100 responses from CIOs and 
IT and technology executives. Companies across the UK were 
questioned in the survey, with the results segmented by size, sector and 
geographic location. 
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